Abstract-Combining light-weight visual and inertial modalities for motion capturing has been popular in robotics researches. There exist scale ambiguity, inaccurate pose estimation with little or no baseline, incremental drifts over time in visualinertial fusion. Thus, in this paper, we propose a robust motion capturing method based on the multi-joint kinematic chain using monocular visual-inertial sensors. Our method is able to recover monocular visual scale through the joint geometry constraint. Additionally, we take inertial pre-integration to assist visual outlier removal using Maximum A Posteriori method. Ultimately, the kinematic chain model is leveraged to constrain the associated multiple visual-inertial estimation drifts during long time tracking. In the experiments, we conduct multi-joint capturing on a robotic arm. The quality of motion reconstruction is evaluated by comparing the estimated results with the measurements from an optical motion tracking system OptiTrack.
I. INTRODUCTION
The integration of a monocular camera and an IMU is a powerful tool for monitoring the subject movements in a free region without any additional infrastructures for measurement. It can be applied to a variety of scenarios, e.g., agent ego motion estimation, robot state monitoring, ubiquitous health care and chronic disease recovery assessment.
Overall, the state-of-the-art visual-inertial systems have been pervasively utilized to the localization and navigation of moving agents, namely, Visual-Inertial Odometry (VIO) or Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (SLAM). Typically, there are two types of approaches towards visual-inertial navigation, i.e., recursive filtering based methods and nonlinear bundle optimization based methods. The former group propagates agent states through IMU measurements and updates the poses by estimating visual landmarks which are visible across the entire sliding window of camera frames [1] . By repeatedly minimizing the inertial state errors and visual observation back-projection errors in the unified nonlinear cost function, the optimization based methods are able to derive more accurate poses [2] . In general, recursive filtering based methods are computationally efficient and suitable for resource-constrained mobile devices like cellphones, google tangos [3] , [4] . By comparison, the batch based methods are able to achieve more accurate results yet at the cost of more computational time [2] .
One type of approaches on motion tracking is to adopt optical motion tracking systems like Optitrack and V ICON. They can provide accurate positions relative to the calibrated reference system with sub-millimeter accuracy. But the inherent drawbacks are their higher costs and limited working areas. Furthermore, a tedious calibration procedure is required before each tracking. Another way to capture the object motion is to use wearable IMU suites. There is no limitation in working space, but the long-term drift is inevitable. In contrast to the conventional motion capturing methods, the wearable monocular visual-inertial systems are lightweight and cost effective, without any limits on the working space.
Among the representative work of visual-inertial-based motion tracking systems, Hu et al. [5] adopted the limb geometry information while performing hybrid fusion. The tracking results are appealing. Yet, the single red arm band as image features restricts its motion tracking performance. Likewise, Gerard et al. calculated the orientations from IMU and positions from image silhouette regions [6] . The complementary properties of visual-inertial sensors were explored, but the visual tracking artifacts and occlusion problems are still intractable.
In summary, there are three major challenges in developing the monocular visual-inertial motion capturing systems. First and foremost, absolute scale ambiguity exists during pose estimation. Even though the inertial measurements are able to estimate the absolute translations, double integration of inertial acceleration is non-accurate due to random measurement noise. Secondly, the translation is unable to be correctly recovered if the body performs only twists (rotations) without a reference. Lastly, the system long-term drift still poses threats to body capturing if no loop closure detection is performed.
To address these problems, we propose a robust kinematic chain based monocular visual-inertial system to recover multi-joint positions. The configuration of the system is shown in Fig. 1 . The contributions of our method are threefold: 1 The kinematic chain model is adopted that imposes geometry constraints upon measurements from visual-inertial sensing units, which are attached to adjacent joints. The pose of each joint is correlated through an underlying articulated structure; 2 The inertial measurements are pre-integrated to assist visual outlier removal using Maximum A Posteriori (MAP), which saves computational time while ensuring removal robustness; 3 Our system is able to estimate joint poses even when body moves with little or no baseline, such as joint twist movements.
II. PROBLEM FORMULATION
In this paper, the tracking pipeline starts by utilizing the pre-integrated IMU quaternions to assist the removal of visual outliers. The reliable image feature correspondences play an important role in the proceeding pose estimation steps. Afterwards, given the inertial and visual measurements, we seek to combine both inertial error terms and visual landmark back-projection error terms in a unified framework. The body poses and landmark positions are jointly computed by minimizing the objective function below
where Err c is the visual landmark back-projection errors; Err i is the IMU error terms. The further details are introduced in Section 4. Additionally, in order to reduce the drifts between correlated joints (for instance, elbow joint and wrist joint connected by upper limb), we seek the kinematic multijoint chain model. In the model, the joint poses are optimized using the least-square optimization. The further details are introduced in Section 5. The flow of the proposed method is illustated in Fig. 2 .
III. VISUAL-INERTIAL POSE INITIALIZATION
The common problem encountered in visual-inertial capturing is accumulated drifts due to the fact that joint poses are estimated locally between the current frame and several adjacent frames or keyframes within a sliding window. To deal with the drifts, we propose the pose initialization by using inertial-assisted visual outlier removal for robust and accurate feature matching between frames. Though there are available feature matching algorithms like RANSAC, these methods are either time-consuming or erroneous in the context of large numbers of mismatches among putative correspondences (for instance, motion blur occurs). Thus, in this section, we firstly introduce the inertial-assisted visual outlier removal.
A. Inertial Pre-integration and Pose Initialization
In this paper, the visual features at each frame are detected and described using ORB method. Typically, the features between successive frames are matched using brute-force matching. Among the feature matches, there are inliers which need to be preserved, and outliers which need to be removed. Even though the traditional hypothesize & verify methods like RANSAC are able to remove the outliers in the common sense, they are, somehow, computationally cost. Thus, we exploit the inertial pre-integration and two selected pairwise features to detect and remove the outliers.
1) Essential Matrix Initialization:
The feature correspondences between two frames are related by the essential matrix. Suppose a world point P is projected onto p 1 in the image plane F 1 and p 2 in image plane F 2 respectively. Converting p 1 and p 2 with the camera intrinsic matrix, we obtain the normalized projections x 1 and x 2 which satisfies
The essential matrix E can be decomposed into the translational part t and the rotational matrix R in the form of
where [·] × is the skew-symmetric matrix. In our inertial pre-integration case, the rotational part is initialized by inertial quaternions which are derived through Extended Kalman Filter (EKF) using three-axis accelerations, three-axis angular rates and three-axis magnetic strengths [7] . The translational part is derived using pairwise features which satisfy locality constraint based on [8] .
Assume these two pairs are {P k , P K+1 }, {Q k , Q K+1 }. We fit these two features to epipolar constraint model and yield
Based upon the above derivations, we are able to initialize the essential matrix as
2) Maximum A Posteriori for Visual Outlier Removal: Given the initial poses derived from inertial orientations and visual feature-pair translations, the next step is to separate the outliers among the putative correspondences.In order to label the multiple putative correspondences, we seek the solutions within the probabilistic framework as follows,
where θ = {R,t, O n } is the objective parameter sets, where R denotes the orientation; t denotes the translation; O n denotes the set of putative correspondence labels that conform to Bernoulli distribution ("1" means inlier; "0" means outlier); η i(1≤i≤n) is the i th putative correspondence.
Using the Maximum A Posteriori, the optimal solution θ * is given by
For further details on the solutions, please refer to our previous work [8] .
IV. SINGLE JOINT VISUAL-INERTIAL STATE ESTIMATION
In the first step, each single joint pose is estimated using tightly coupled visual-inertial measurements in a unified framework. We fully consider the inherent correlations among the internal states of inertial error terms and visual back-projection error terms.
A. Inertial State Parametrization
The estimated variables include IMU states x I,k , which is parameterized as a 16-dimensional vector: The IMU error states are defined as a 15-dimensional vector:
In the above, the rotational error state δ q k IG is
where ⊗ symbolizes the quaternion multiplication.
B. IMU State and Covariance Propagation
The estimated IMU states over time k are given bẏ
of which T k IG is the rotation matrix corresponding to q k IG ; g G is the gravity component in the global frame; W I = [w α , w ω , w b α , w b ω ] are zero-mean white Gaussian noises related to accelerations and angular rates. Ω(·) is a function of estimated angular rates in the form of
ω is the estimated angular rate given bŷ
The linearined motion models of IMU error states take the formδ x = F · δ x + G ·W I , where
where I 3×3 is the 3 × 3 identity matrix.
IMU state transition matrix Φ (k + 1, k) between k + 1 and
where ∆t is the sampling time.
Then the IMU state covariance is given by
C. Camera Reprojection Error
The inertial states and covariance are propagated until a new image is captured. Then the visual inliers are detected using the visual outlier removal introduced in Section 3. Given the detected inliers across camera frames, we adopt the camera back-projection errors as 
where x j ∈ R 4 denotes the j th landmark position in the global frame in the homogeneous form; h (·) denotes the pin-hole camera projection model; z i, j c denotes the image coordinate of j th landmark projected onto the i th camera frame; T C i G is the transformation matrix of local camera frame with respect to the global frame.
D. Visual-Inertial Bundle Optimization
Based on the above mathematical formulations, the visualinertial bundle optimization objective function is given by We use the standard keyframe selection and marginalization scheme during bundle optimization. When a new image is captured, it is directly inserted into optimization visual terms. The oldest frame with landmarks as well as bias terms are dropped out.
V. KINEMATIC MULTI-JOINT POSITION OPTIMIZATION
To better estimate the multiple joint positions, we also impose the articulated kinematic structure constraints upon the estimated joint poses. Each joint orientation is fed into the skeletal kinematic chain model. Combining the joint positions computed from exponential map of quaternions and visual-inertial estimated positions, we are able to derive the final joint positions using least-square optimization.
A. Kinematic Twists and Exponential Maps
Given the joint quaternion q, the rotation unit axis ω and rotation angle θ can be derived. Given the limb length between the objective joint and its parent joint, we are able to compute the point velocity v attached to the joint [9] .
The joint positions can be recovered by performing the exponential map of twist (from Lie algebra to Lie group) as
(20) where e θω ∈ SO (3) is given by
By means of exponential maps that convert the twists in Lie algebra to joint pose in Lie group, we could obtain the joint pose as
of which p eq (t) is the calculated kinematic chain based joint pose at time t; p 0 is the initial joint position in the homogeneous form. It is noticeable that this kinematic model works well even when the movement is with little or no translation, since the orientation can be recovered by inertial measurements.
1) Multiple Joint Estimation with Global Optimization:
In the final step, we seek the optimal solutions on joint positions by minimizing the objective function
where subscript i (1≤i≤n) denotes the joint index; p i (t) denotes the i th joint position at time t;p i,eq (t) stands for the i th estimated joint positions using exponential map of quaternions;p i,vi (t) stands for the i th joint positions using visualinertial state optimization; λ i,eq and λ i,vi are the weights with respect top i,eq (t) andp i,vi (t).
It is remarkable that we add the smoothing terms
in the objective function. Since the joint movements are continuous and slowly performed, this term is able to substantially lower undesirable jitter occurrence odds.
VI. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

A. Experimental Setup
Our motion capturing system consists of two sets of monocular camera and IMU sensors. The camera (MQD13CG-ON) samples the image at 15 f ps. The image resolution is 1264 × 1016. The IMU (VectorNav VN-100) The camera and IMU were calibrated using [10] . They were fixed rigidly on the 6-DOF Robotic Arm shown in Fig.  3 . One suite was fixed on Joint 6; the other fixed on Joint 3. The two camera-imu systems were configured in this way to simulate the human arm wrist and elbow movements. The typical movements like arm twisting, waving left and right, forearm bending over, were performed.
The capturing results are compared against the ground truth provided by optical motion tracking system OptiTrack.
B. Pairwise Frame Feature Matching
During feature matching between frames, the visual inliers among putative correspondences are identified using inertial quaternions and visual feature pairs with locality constraint. For example, in Fig. 4 , two pictures were taken in the research lab hallway. The IMU rotational matrix and two visual pairs with locality constraint were selected, shown in Fig. 4 (a) . They were taken as initial pose to iteratively identify the inliers. Subfigure (b) shows the identified inliers connected by red lines; subfigure (c) shows the detected outliers connected by blue lines. To better illustrate the proposed visual outlier removal performance, we artificially added several mismatches, which are also detected.
C. Joint Capturing
In the experiments, each joint visual-inertial data were collected individually. The measurements were synchronized by timestamps. At first, each joint pose was estimated using the batch optimization methods. Then these joints were fed into the kinematic model and compared with the ground truth.
1) Single Joint Visual-Inertial Capturing: The movements like elbow joint waving left and right, twisting were conducted. The recovered elbow joint trajectory was shown in Fig. 5 . The blue curves represent the estimated visual-inertial positions; the red curves denote the benchmark data from OptiTrack. The average position errors along x-y-and z- axis are 2cm, 1.21cm and 15.9cm respectively. It can be seen that the errors along x-and z-direction are obvious. This is mainly due to the external configuration errors and inertial undesirable drifts.
Additionally, wrist joint waving left and right, twisting were also performed. The recovered trajectory is shown in Fig. 6 . The average position errors along x-, y-and z-axis are 2.26cm, 4.71cm and 0.89cm respectively.
From the above two figures, we can see that without the kinematic chain constraint, the recovered trajectory, somehow, drifts over time during capturing. Henceforth, we add the kinematic chain to refine the estimates.
2) Multiple Joints Motion Recovery: Intuitively, the length between wrist joint and elbow joint is a constant. Also, the length between elbow joint and base joint is a constant. Thus, these two limb constraints are used to refine the joint trajectories. Fig. 7 shows elbow position curves using the kinematic chain model. The elbow joint position errors w.r.t. x-, y-and z-axis on average are 0.89cm, 0.83cm and 2.05cm. To better show the kinematic chain constraint, we also compute the distances between elbow joint and base joint (lower arm), wrist joint and elbow joint (upper arm length). It is shown in Fig. 9 that the red curve represents the distance between wrist and elbow. The blue curve represents the distance between elbow and base joint. These two figures prove that the utilization of kinematic chain is able to reduce the drifts between joints noticeably. 
VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, a robust multi-joint kinematic chain based monocular visual-inertial motion capturing method is presented. In the visual outlier removal process, the inertial pre-integration and Maximum A Posteriori are performed to assist removing visual mismatches while preserving the inliers. Then it considers both visual-inertial error terms in a unified framework while estimating joint poses. Ultimately, the kinematic geometry constraints are performed between adjacent joints. The visual-inertial systems are fixed to robot arm and designed to capture the arm joints movements. The experiments prove that our proposed monocular visualinertial system is quite suitable for multi-joint capturing.
